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ROLLER TEAM

Roller Team is an Italian reality dedicated to
plein air tourism where entrepreneurial spirit and
technological approach have allowed to reach
excellence at international level.
A brand recognised worldwide for features such as dynamism and innovation,
which conceives and manufactures motorhomes that combine style with
technology and quality for unforgettable travel experiences.
Constant technological innovation in production processes, continuous
product renewal, intelligent solutions and cutting-edge manufacturing
techniques respond in an increasingly efficient and complete way to people’s
needs, at an always competitive price.
Roller Team offers numerous customisations able to meet the needs of any
customer and stands out for being a company that releases on the market a
wide selection of all-inclusive models, but further customisable, from which
you can choose.

Roller Team, close to the customer everywhere with
excellent service.
There are hundreds of qualified outlets that distribute the Roller Team brand today: a
comprehensive sales network spread throughout the major European countries. It’s thanks
to its distribution partners that Roller Team is close to its clientele everywhere, ready to
satisfy customers’ every requirement with appropriate tools and a wide range of pre-sale and
aftersales services. An organised, targeted network, product development in keeping with
the habits and needs of different cultures, distribution agencies in the area, staff from the
area: these are the secret weapons with which Roller Team presents itself on international
markets with growing success.
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+ insulation + protection - noise.
The technology for building living units capable of ensuring complete
protection for your motorhome.

300 kg of independence. A maxi-garage designed for you to take your freedom
with you anywhere at all times.

MADE TO BREATHE

The motorhome that “breathes” thanks to correct internal air distribution, favouring
circulation, making the temperature uniform and preventing condensation from forming.

In safe hands with motorhome SottoControllo (“UnderControl”). Roller Team puts
its own experience and expertise at the service of every motorhome produced. A team
dedicated to quality control and continuous improvements follows each motorhome
throughout the production stage with inspections and tests from design to delivery.

The Italian with “Nordic” features.
Always at ease in the vehicle, whatever the temperature outside: a motorhome
designed and built for use in colder climes.

CERTAINTIES

Why choosing
Roller Team
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Discover the range closest to your needs

For those who approach the world of plein air, complete in all equipment
with an excellent quality/price ratio. A wide range of models; compact
for the couple or with more generous volumes for the large family, in
semi-motorhome, overcab and motorhome versions.

6

KRONOS

For those who are already familiar with the travelling holiday
but are looking for a more attractive design and more complete
equipment, yet at an affordable price.
A wide range of models, small and handy, ideal for 2 people or

ZEFIRO

larger to accommodate up to 8 people,
in semi-motorhome, overcab and
motorhome versions.

For the more experienced traveller, always looking for vehicles with plenty of stowage,
that are elegant, technological and reliable with excellent and ultra comfortable
equipment, at profitable prices. A range of semi-motorhomes selected in three
layouts, depending on the type of bed, central, twin or transversal.

GRANDUCA
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< 6 Meters

< 7 Meters

71M - 271M

277 M - 77 M

277 M

271 M

ZEFIRO

> 7 Meters
79 M - 279 M

279 M

295 M -95 M

290 M

265TL - 65XT

266 TL

284 M

295 M

91M - 291M

291 M

230 TL

295TL - 95XT

6470

P

7450

295TL - 95XT

6990

P

286 TL

284 TL

P

7430

87XT - 287TL

286TL - 86XT

284TL - 84XT

282TL - 82XT

P

7450

284TL - 84XT

P

7450

98XT - 298TL

287 TL

P

298 TL

87XT - 287TL

286P - 86P

7450

P

7450

98XT - 298TL

P

7430

P

2350

P

282TL - 82XT

282 TL

295 TL
294P - 94P

266P - 66P

P

274 TL - 74 XT

2350

2350

6990

7450

2350

294TL - 94XT

294 TL
285TL - 85XT

265P - 65P

P

274 TL

268 TL
2350

6990

68XT - 268TL

267 TL

2350

285TL - 85XT

285 TL
KRONOS

283TL - 83XT

P

2350

6990
2350

ZEFIRO

P

2350

5590

67XT - 267TL

266TL - 66XT

265 TL

283 TL

2350

91P - 291P

283TL - 83XT

261 TL

2350

234 TL

291 TL

2350

34XT_234TL

91XT - 291TL

2350

LOW-PROFILE

2350

KRONOS

Kronos - Zefiro

290TL - 90XT

284M - 84M

MOTORHOME RANGE

OVERCAB

FULL-INTEGRATED
265 Integrale - 65 Integrale

265 Integral

67 Integrale - 267 Integrale

267 Integral

274 Integral

267 TL

287 TL

298 TL

8

7450

P

284 Integrale - 84 Integrale

274 H - 74 H

7450

P

284 Integral

7450

87 Integrale - 287 Integrale

287 Integral

P

2350

GRANDUCA

2350

Granduca

LOW-PROFILE

2350

ZEFIRO

KRONOS

99

Your dream is now a
reality. Start exploring
the world.

KRONOS

Kronos

For you who have always dreamed
of entering the world of plein air, the
Kronos range is ideal for enjoying
your leisure time without giving up
anything essential.
Discover a new way to know the world
and live your leisure time. With cosy
living spaces, a careful design and
practical and rational space solutions.
You will easily get used to the
pleasure of travelling.

10
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The practical and cosy spaces are
complemented by the ergonomic seat
fabrics and the coordinated covers of the
revolving seats.

KRONOS

Kronos
range
An overview.

Dynamic and modern character of
the interior. The Kronos range is
featured by the contrasting play.
The dark wood furniture contrasts
with the glossy laminate wall unit
doors, the white walls and the
chrome handles.

An environment
to live to the full.

KRONOS
RANGE

12

Spaces designed by expert hands in a continuous
exchange of usability, necessity and practicality.

A smart atmosphere thanks to the LED lighting
of the profiles and the perimeter courtesy lights
which highlight the furnishing as a whole.

13

Technology at your fingertips with USB
sockets to charge smartphones, PCs and
tablets where you need to use them.

The perfect
frame to
capture your
travels

DINETTE

Upholstery

Madras (Standard , Fabric)

An environment to live your happy
moments to the full (internal height
of more than 2 meters). Large
windows to see breathtaking views
and radiate the dinette with natural
light. LED lighting to always create
the perfect atmosphere.

Kronos 274 TL

Kronos 261 TL, 267 TL, 287 TL

Evoque (Optional

, Imitation Leather)

**Optional
Optional,mobilio
light wood
legnofurniture
chiaro
Large seats ready to welcome
diners in maximum comfort
or a moment of relaxation, for
reading a book, even in the
evening, thanks to LED spot
lights that do not disturb travel
companions. Tables that adapt
to the spaces and needs of
your everyday life.

14

DINETTE

Kronos 234 TL

Kronos 291 TL

Lux* (Optional

, Fabric/Imitation Leather)

15
15

Everything in
its place

KITCHEN

Full flavour!

Give free rein to creativity in the kitchen
with Kronos. You have all the space you
need to cook what you prefer.
Two or three burner hob, large worktop
that can be increased thanks to the sink
covers and the glass cover of the hob.
Wide and deep steel sink like at home,
with domestic type mixer.

KITCHEN
16

Kronos 277 M, 279 M, 290 M, 291 TL, 298 TL, 295 TL

All the space you need to store your
tableware, even the bulkiest ones, and
your food supplies. Large drawers with
“push-lock” handles and “soft-close”
closure. Pull-out sliding baskets with
chrome metal edges.
17
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Make room for
well-being

The night has never been so
comfortable, thanks to the comfortable
beds in the Kronos range.

Large spaces with separate
rooms for the most
demanding, compact and
practical for the smartest.
Spacious compartments
and wall units for all your
beauty products.

Kronos 283 TL, 284 TL, 285 TL, 287 TL

The mattresses are highly
breathable, in quilted technical
fabric at the bottom and quilted
polyester at the top and side.
The use of wooden slatted bases
facilitates the ventilation of the bed.

Marvel at what you
see from the large
side windows and the
portlights above the bed,
which also provide plenty
of ventilation to the room.
18

SLEEPING
AREA

You can always take care of yourself.
The Kronos range offers well-organised
bathrooms, whatever your needs.

Air exchange and plenty of
light from the window.

Kronos 271 M, 277 M, 279 M, 284 M, 290 M, 291 M, 295 M

SLEEPING AREA . BATHROOM

Have sweet
dreams

There is plenty of space to put
everything you want, thanks to
the wardrobes and wall cabinets
placed above or to the side of
the beds and the compartments
underneath the elevating bed bases.
Kronos 265 TL, 284 TL, 286 TL, 284 M

Kronos 230 TL, 234 TL

Kronos 290M, 291 TL, 294 TL, 295 TL, 298 TL

BATHROOM
Kronos 274 TL

Separate or integrated shower.
Washbasins with lines that prefer
practicality or style.
19
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Thanks to the rear
camera and 120 V solar
panel.

Visibility also at night
LED outdoor light to accompany
even the darkest nights with
atmosphere and safety.
Light in the maxi-garage for
greater visibility in the garage.
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Plenty of light and air
Seeing the world in a different light is possible thanks
to the Seitz windows and skylights and the panoramic
roof (standard in semi-motorhome models).

Take the whole
world with you
Thanks to the XXL garage
with a maximum load
capacity of 300 kg you will
have everything you need
wherever you go; the Flex
Space up and down bed
system allows you to adjust
the garage volume according
to your loading needs
(standard in models with
central and transversal bed).

20

KRONOS

More technology

Absolute protection
against infiltration
guaranteed for 6
years by Roller Team

External equipment

External equipment

Getting on board is easy
Convenient access to the living unit thanks to
the lowered step and the entrance door with
window and fixed flyscreen.
On some models, entry is even easier thanks to
the XL door (with integrated dustbin).
21

The semi-motorhome dedicated to couples who want ample stowage
possibilities and comfort on board.
Its peculiarity is its rear part with variable volume maxi-garage that houses
a single bed, with elevating and removable base. Above is a spacious
wardrobe that extends across the entire width of the vehicle with access
from both the aisle and the bathroom.

• ”Face-to-face” dinette with folding top table
• Large tilting double bed and dinette bed
• Variable volume garage

68XT - 268TL

Kronos 268 TL
The semi-motorhome with a special plan. It has a central nauticalinspired bed in the rear area positioned transversely. Bathroom and
shower in two separate rooms. L-shaped kitchen with a particularly
extended shape with two refrigerators; a column refrigerator positioned
under the hobs and a chest refrigerator with direct access from the
kitchen top. The dinette also has an unusual shape thanks to its longer
than average length and the more extended “L” shape.

Kronos 274 TL • Kronos 274 INTEGRAL

KRONOS SELECTION

Kronos 234 TL

• Large dinette with folding top table
• Kitchen with double refrigerator
• Separate shower

274 TL - 74 XT

274 H - 74 H

Perfect for large teams. It accommodates up to six people, both during
the trip and at night. The dinette is the true heart of the vehicle, formed
by two large and comfortable opposed sofas served by a central island
table; this shape favours conviviality.

• Two-door refrigerator with bottle compartment
for 140 l bottles
• Compact bathroom with shower separated by a hard door
• Large double bed in dinette
• Variable volume garage

INT
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283TL - 83XT

Kronos 283 TL • Kronos 283 P

P

• Maxi garage
• Separate shower

2350

The ideal semi-motorhome for families of 4 people who are looking for
a lot of stowage space. Its peculiarity is the sleeping area, with large
twin rear beds, which offer plenty of stowage under the bases. The right
bed is variable length, thanks to the sliding bed base. There is also the
possibility of joining them in a single bed of maxi size. Large storage
possibilities also in the garage, which is large. Bathroom and shower in
two separate rooms.

6990

• Folding top table

290TL - 90XT
• Two-door refrigerator with bottle compartment for 140 l
bottles

Kronos 290 M

KRONOS SELECTION

283TL - 83XT

• Compact bathroom with shower separated by a hard door

The overcab for sportsmen, equipped with a maxi garage. It can store
motorcycles, bicycles, quads, karts, mobile workshop, tool shed but
also shop or laboratory. All this without taking away anything essential to
the use of your leisure time.

• Maxi garage with two wardrobes for stowing sportswear,
one of which is removable. Extractable shower,
12 V - 220 V electrical socket and TV socket.

91M - 291M
91P - 291P

Kronos 291 M • Kronos 291 TL • Kronos
291 P
91XT - 291TL

24

TL

2350

The super compact motorhome, under six meters with
plenty of stowage. Available in overcab version, or
semi-motorhome version with or without elevating bed,
it is ideal for those who are looking for a handy vehicle
and do not want to give up the possibility of stowage.
It has in fact a capacious wardrobe placed under the
rear bed, with drawers and clothes hanger rod. It also
has a large garage with 2 storage compartments.

5590

P

• Compact, 5.99 m
• Large rear wardrobe
• Garage with stowage compartments

25
25

Free to explore without
compromise, whatever
the destination.

ZEFIRO

Zefiro

Those details that count to feel free to
do what you want, even in the furthest
place.
Nice, comfortable, reliable.
Extraordinary. Versatility and
maximum liveable space. Its innovative
design and intelligent living solutions
make Zefiro a unique product that
surprises with its comfort, liveable
space and functionality.
The Zefiro range is designed to fully
enjoy travel experiences in the
utmost comfort, without giving up to
anything.

26
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Always the right atmosphere thanks to
the LED lighting of the profiles and the
perimeter courtesy lights which highlight
the furnishing as a whole.

An overview.

ZEFIRO

Zefiro
range

Harmony of the interior. The Zefiro
range stands out for its balanced
aesthetics.
The light wood furniture contrasts
with the glossy laminate wall unit
doors, the white walls and the
chrome handles.

ZEFIRO
RANGE
28

The extremely practical and comfortable
spaces are complemented by the
ergonomic seat fabrics and the
coordinated covers of the revolving seats.
29

The windows are large and airy to
contemplate the beauty of the panorama
and illuminate the environment.

In love with
sight.

DINETTE

Upholstery

Regal (Standard , Imitation Leather)

The perfect setting for your
holiday in maximum comfort.
(Internal height of more than
2 metres).

Whatever your living needs, the dinette
tables are perfectly suited to your
movements, because they can be moved,
rotated or folded.

Comfortable and cosy seats for
your daily relaxation or to plan
your next adventure. You can
do it at any time, even in the
evening, with LED spot lights that
ensure maximum visibility without
disturbing others.

All the technology you’re
looking for is available
around you with USB
sockets to charge
smartphones, PCs and
tablets.
30

DINETTE

Zefiro 266 TL
Oysterl (Optional

, Fabric/Imitation Leather)

*Optional dark wood furniture

Candra (Optional

The quilted fabric of the upholstery on the
underside of the seats and the elevating bed
gives a luxurious look to the dinette as a
whole.
Zefiro 267 TL

Zefiro 265 TL, 284 TL

Zefiro 266 TL

Lux* (Optional

, Fabric)

, Fabric/Imitation Leather)

31
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KITCHEN

Experiment with
new recipes.

Zefiro 284 M

There is also plenty of space to organise
dishes and food, thanks to the large
drawers with “push-lock” handles and
“soft-close” closure and the sliding
extraction baskets with chrome-plated
metal sides under the hobs.

You can test your talents at the stove like
you’re at home. With the kitchens in the
Zefiro range you have plenty of room to
prepare delicious recipes.
The handy floor hatches will allow you to
stock up more generously.

KITCHEN
32
32

Zefiro 261 TL, 267 TL, 287 TL

Even more space to better manage the
activities in the kitchen, thanks to the
modular equipped walls.

Zefiro 274 TL

33
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All around well-being

Daydream with the side windows
and the portlight above the bed.

Light and air always available thanks to the
opaque double-glazed window.
Practical and functional or elegant washbasins.

Great freedom of movement, high comfort and
versatility are at the heart of the Zefiro range.

Compact or separate environments
that can be separated by sliding doors.
Independent or integrated shower.

Zefiro 284 TL, 284 Integral
Zefiro 298 TL

Not for sleeping only; in the Zefiro sleeping
area you can also relax listening to your
favourite music thanks to the audio speakers,
which will allow you not only to listen to music
in the bedroom, but even outside, thanks
to the position in the walls, which act as a
sounding board.

SLEEPING AREA . BATHROOM

Sleep well,
sleep long.

Zefiro 284 TL, 285 TL, 287 TL, 284 M

Breathable, quilted
fabric mattresses and
wooden slatted bases will
guarantee comfort and
support.
You don’t want to get
out of the Zefiro range of
beds. Large, comfortable
and soft, they will
welcome you open-armed
every night.
34

SLEEPING
AREA

The quilted imitation leather inserts
on the headboards and bed frames
provide a touch of class.
Zefiro 267 TL

Elevating bases, drawers and wall
units let you take whatever you want
with you.
Zefiro 267 TL

BATHROOM

Toiletry products always close by,
thanks to practical and large
storage compartments.
35
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More technology
Thanks to the double eye camera
with parking and drive function,
and the 120 V solar panel.

W
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A
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E A
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Relaxation also outside
You can also listen to music outside the
motorhome using the walls of the sleeping
area as resonance speakers.

Visibility also at night
LED outdoor light to accompany
even the darkest nights with
atmosphere and safety.
Light in the maxi-garage for
greater visibility in the garage.

Plenty of light and air
Seeing the world in a different light is possible thanks to the
Seitz windows and skylights and the panoramic roof (standard
in semi-motorhome models).

Take the whole
world with you
Thanks to the XXL garage
with a maximum load
capacity of 300 kg you will
have everything you need
wherever you go; the Flex
Space up and down bed
system allows you to adjust
the garage volume according
to your loading needs
(standard in models with
central and transversal bed).
36

ZEFIRO

Absolute protection
against infiltration
guaranteed for 6
years by Roller Team

External equipment

External equipment

Getting on board is easy
Convenient access to the living unit thanks to
the lowered step and the entrance door with
window and fixed flyscreen.
On some models, entry is even easier thanks
to the XL door (with integrated dustbin).

More style
Full of charm and charisma with silver exterior
graphics and grey coloured walls.
37

The semi-motorhome dedicated to couples who want ample stowage
possibilities and comfort on board.
Its peculiarity is its rear part with variable volume maxi-garage that houses
a single bed, with elevating and removable base. Above is a spacious
wardrobe that extends across the entire width of the vehicle with access
from both the aisle and the bathroom.

• Large tilting double bed and dinette bed
• Variable volume garage

68XT - 268TL

Zefiro 268 TL
The semi-motorhome with a special plan. It has a central nauticalinspired bed in the rear area positioned transversely. Bathroom and
shower in two separate rooms. L-shaped kitchen with a particularly
extended shape with two refrigerators; a column refrigerator positioned
under the hobs and a chest refrigerator with direct access from the
kitchen top. The dinette also has an unusual shape thanks to its longer
than average length and the more extended “L” shape.

Zefiro 274 TL • Zefiro 274 INTEGRAL

• ”Face-to-face” dinette with folding top table

ZEFIRO SELECTION

*Optional dark wood furniture

Zefiro 234 TL

• Large dinette with folding top table
• Kitchen with double refrigerator
• Separate shower

274 TL - 74 XT
274 H - 74 H

Perfect for large teams. It accommodates up to six people, both during
the trip and at night. The dinette is the true heart of the vehicle, formed
by two large and comfortable opposed sofas served by a central island
table; this shape favours conviviality.

• Two-door refrigerator with bottle compartment for 140 l
bottles
• Compact bathroom with shower separated by a hard
door
• Large double bed in dinette
• Variable volume garage

INT
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283TL - 83XT

Zefiro 283 TL • Zefiro 283 P

P

• Folding top table
• Maxi garage
• Separate shower

2350

The ideal semi-motorhome for families of 4 people who are looking for
a lot of stowage space. Its peculiarity is the sleeping area, with large
twin rear beds, which offer plenty of stowage under the bases. The right
bed is variable length, thanks to the sliding bed base. There is also the
possibility of joining them in a single bed of maxi size. Large storage
possibilities also in the garage, which is large. Bathroom and shower in
two separate rooms.

6990

*Optional dark wood furniture

290TL - 90XT

ZEFIRO SELECTION

283TL - 83XT

• Two-door refrigerator with bottle compartment for 140 l
bottles

Zefiro 290 M

• Compact bathroom with shower separated by a hard door

The overcab for sportsmen, equipped with a maxi garage. It can store
motorcycles, bicycles, quads, karts, mobile workshop, tool shed but
also shop or laboratory. All this without taking away anything essential to
the use of your leisure time.

• Maxi garage with two wardrobes for stowing sportswear,
one of which is removable. Extractable shower,
12 V - 220 V electrical socket and TV socket.

91M - 291M
91P - 291P

Zefiro 291 M • Zefiro 291 TL • Zefiro
291 P
91XT - 291TL

40

TL

2350

The super compact motorhome, under six meters with
plenty of stowage. Available in overcab version, or
semi-motorhome version with or without elevating bed,
it is ideal for those who are looking for a handy vehicle
and do not want to give up the possibility of stowage.
It has in fact a capacious wardrobe placed under the
rear bed, with drawers and clothes hanger rod. It also
has a large garage with 2 storage compartments.

5590

P

• Compact, 5.99 m
• Large rear wardrobe
• Garage with stowage compartments

41
41

The world at your
fingertips. You won’t
miss home, wherever
you are.

GRANDUCA

Granduca

A motorhome with an elegant design,
modern interior, trendy colours and
precious finishes.
All the comfort of home, with an
unmistakable style that combines with
unique technological solutions.
The design in motion that transforms
travel style into top living comfort,
safety and absolute reliability.
The Granduca range is designed
for the most demanding motorhome
owners who love beautiful and safe
vehicles, refined in design, comfortable
and functional to live wonderful
adventures everywhere without leaving
the comfort and safety of home.

42
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A lot of stowage for a
great journey.
The Granduca double floor is designed
to make great holidays with great
usability of space, ensuring ample
stowage and protection.

550 lt

floor hatch

front through
maxi-garage

35 lt

The height of the two
surfaces, 38 mm for the living unit
floor and 20 mm for the lower
floor, provide greater thermal and
acoustic insulation.

Thermal and acoustic
insulation

1

2
Inner height
190 mm

Through maxi-garage
Volume 550 l

Floor hatch
Volume 105 l

The structure is composed of two floors,
an upper floor that constitutes the plane
of the cell, and a lower floor.
The two levels are divided by aluminium
supports that guarantee at the same
time lightness and stability.
44

Shoe holder with lid
Volume 35 l

shoe holder
in the step
Internal height for the double
floor - 190 mm - allows the living
unit floor to be moved away from the
track for thermal and also acoustic
insulation.

The structure:

Thanks to the well-conceived double
floor construction, with a height of up to
37 cm, the load volume rises to 3,800
litres, offering plenty of space even for
long journeys with six people on board.
From the double floor it is very easy to
reach the technical room, which offers
enough space for 2 living unit batteries
and fresh water tanks up to 150 litres.
Let the holiday begin!

3

GRANDUCA

Double floor

105 lt

Floor

Lower and upper
cover in fibreglass.

690 lt of available space
Large space available in the double floor that allows easy loading
both from the inside and from the outside.
The maxi-garage is fitted at the front, with a capacity of 550 litres.
At the entry of the cell, in the access step, there is a comfortable shoe holder of 35 litres.
Inside, the double floor is accessed through the floor trapdoors with a capacity of 105 litres.

2

3

1
Access step to the living unit no longer constitutes a
critical point of heat loss thanks to the two sandwich panels,
maintaining the desired internal temperature constant.

45
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GRANDUCA

Granduca
range

The soft-touch ceiling lining offers an
elegant and refined appearance.

Uno sguardo
d’insieme.

Beauty and top comfort. The
Granduca range is characterised by
the contemporary style of the rooms,
with furnishing elements and wall
units with a light ‘soul’ that creates a
pleasant contrast with the dark wood
furniture.

The covers on the swivel seats matching
the upholstery add charm to the whole
environment.
A smart and captivating
atmosphere thanks
to the LED lighting of
the profiles and the
perimeter courtesy
lights which highlight all
furnishing elements.
46

GRANDUCA
RANGE

The rooms recall the comfort on board,
thanks to the wall units with rounded lines
to guarantee freedom of movement.
47

DINETTE

Large, airy windows to admire the landscape
wherever you go, while ensuring plenty
of light inside.

Your house
with a view.
A cosy setting like home, even
when travelling. (Internal height
of more than 2 metres).

Enjoying a nice lunch or dinner all
together will be a pleasure thanks
to the comfortable seats and the
practicality of the folding top table
or sliding table. Even evening
relaxation is guaranteed by the LED
spot lights that illuminate the dinette
with the right and dedicated light.

Plenty of room to carry everything you
want with an extra stowage space
above the cab.

Upholstery

*Optional mobilio legno chiaro

All the technology you’re
looking for is always available
with USB sockets to charge
smartphones, PCs and tablets.

48

DINETTE

Granduca 298 TL

Granduca 267 TL, 287 TL

Pazal (Standard , Fabric/imitation leather)

49
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KITCHEN

A masterchef’s
kitchen.

The Granduca kitchen has all the
necessary characteristics to experience
your skills as a chef. High-quality materials
scratch-resistant, resistant to impacts and
plenty of surface area to enjoy cooking.
Even more space for your shopping thanks
to the floor hatches.

KITCHEN
50
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Granduca 267 TL, 287 TL

Plenty of space for your expert chef’s equipment,
with large drawers equipped with push-lock
handles and soft-close closure, pull-out sliding
baskets with chrome metal edges underneath
the hobs and dish rack insert on the side of the
kitchen.

Granduca 298 TL
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Your tailor-made
wellness centre

Look at the stars from your
bedroom Granduca, thanks to
the portlight above the bed and
the large side windows.

52

SLEEPING
AREA

Elegantly shaped washbasins.
Soft light in the shower.

Large wall cabinets and storage
compartments to hold all your
beauty products.

Refreshed and protected as at
home with beds from the Granduca
range. Soft and comfortable beds.
Mattresses made with highly
breathable materials, such as
technical quilted fabric and wooden
slatted bed bases.

All the space of the house
also in the room thanks
to the elevating bases,
drawers and super large
wall units.

Devised for your moments
of well-being.
Bright environments thanks
to the lights inserted on the
mirror and the presence
of the window for fresh air
recirculation.

Granduca 298 TL

SLEEPING AREA . BATHROOM

Your safe
nest.

In your Granduca room you can
relax as much as you like and
listen to your favourite music
thanks to the audio speakers
built into the walls.
Granduca 267 TL

Granduca 267 TL

BATHROOM

Compact or separate environments that can
be separated by sliding doors. Independent
or integrated shower.
53
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Absolute protection
against infiltration
guaranteed for 6
years by Roller Team.

More technology
Thanks to the double eye camera
with parking and drive function,
and the 120 V solar panel.
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Visibility also at night
LED outdoor light to accompany
even the darkest nights with
atmosphere and safety.
Light in the maxi-garage for
greater visibility in the garage.

Plenty of light and air
Seeing the world in a different light is possible thanks to the
Seitz windows and skylights and the panoramic roof (standard
in semi-motorhome models).

External equipment GRANDUCA

External equipment

Take the whole
world with you
Thanks to the XXL garage
with a maximum load
capacity of 300 kg you will
have everything you need
wherever you go; the Flex
Space up and down bed
system allows you to adjust
the garage volume according
to your loading needs
(standard in models with
central and transversal bed).
54

Getting on board is easy
Convenient access to the living unit thanks to the
lowered step and the XL entrance door with
window and fixed flyscreen (with integrated
dustbin).

More style
The exterior design has a dynamic style, with
attractive contrasting graphics on the grey walls.
55
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+ insulation
+ protection
- noise
On a carefree
journey
W

Roller Team vehicles
are safe, well insulated
and silent, thanks to the
exclusive ExPS EVO
technology that ensures
insulation and internal
protection from both
external temperatures and
noise.
• Resistant materials
and from high insulating
performance
• Total absence of
wood
• High quality
constructive

Read more on the
EXPS EVO technology
consult our technical
catalog.
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PROTECTED EVERYWHERE
IN MOTORHOME
59

A healthy,
well-ventilated
and
condensate-free
environment at
all times, thanks
to Breathe
technology.

MADE TO BREATHE

Through the study of air
conditioning and indoor
air circulation Roller Team
introduces the motorhome
that “breathes”.
• Excellent circulation
of indoor air
• Breathable materials
• Perimetric ventilation

Read more on the
BREATHE technology
consult our technical catalog.
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DESIGNED
TO BREATHE
61

There’s room
for all the
travels you
ever dreamed
of.

Those with big projects
need their space.
Roller Team garages
have all the space you
need to make your
dreams come true, up to
300 kg of independence!

Do you want to find out how?
Consult our technical catalog.
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THE WHOLE WORLD
IN THE GARAGE
63

The Italian
with a Nordic
disposition!
Relax, we’ll
care about
the right
temperature.
To make you feel
comfortable inside
your motorhome,
whatever the temperature
outside, Roller Team
offers the technology you
need… when you need it!
Every Roller Team vehicle
uses technologies and
materials that ensure
high performance and a
perfect climate at all
times.

Do you want to find out how?
Consult our technical catalog.
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ALWAYS PERFECT
TEMPERATURE
65

To demonstrate the will
to provide a product
with a high level of quality
to be maintained over t
ime and to pursue
continuous improvement,
Roller Team has chosen
to certify itself.

This voluntary procedure
provides for the
declaration by a third party
that the product supplied
and the company’s quality
system comply with the
standards established
by a given regulation.

Trigano S.p.A. operates with an
Integrated Quality, Environment
and Safety Management System.
Certificate number: ISO14001: 2939;
OHSAS18001: 1258; ISO9001: 11841

Trigano has obtained
the BM TRADA
certification which
certifies the quality of the
production process which
respects the environment.
66

COMPANY
67

Mosquito net • to keep unwanted guests away

Seat covers • for a look that matches the upholstery

External veranda • to enjoy the beautiful sunny days outdoors, even the hottest ones

Customize your Roller
Team however you
want.

ACCESSORIES

Accessories

120V solar panel • to be more independent

Level equipment
for a super holiday!

Rear view camera • for safe

Panoramic roof • for a brighter environment

LCD holder • for comfortable watching television

Bluetooth radio or 2 DIN radio • to have the right soundtrack for every trip

parking

68
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Specific testing in climate
chamber to check the
resistance, duration and
performance of the materials
selected at extremely high/
low temperatures.

Because we know that
satisfying our customers

Performance tests on the
components used: durability of
mattresses, resistance to stress,
reliability and compliance with
European regulations in the
design of the seatbelt unit.

depends greatly on the
quality of our products.
Roller Team puts its own
experience and expertise
at the service of every
motorcaravan produced
and follows it throughout
the production stage with
inspections and tests from
design to delivery that meet
with European standards.
The same quality standards
are demanded of suppliers:
for the most strategic
components, a check is
carried out when the material
is received and before it is
used in production.
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UNDER CONTROL

Tests in research and development and prototyping stage

Gas system
inspection by certified
staff according to
the German DVGW
protocol.

Checks in production stage
Test on
operation
of the gas
pipes.

Correct
installation of
the hydraulic
systems.

Check on
operation
and correct
installation of
the electrical
systems.

100 statistical checks
on a percentage of
the vehicles produced:
aesthetic, functional,
noise and fitting tests.

Test on finished
product.
Electronic weighing
of 100% of vehicles
before delivery and
written weight certification
for end customer.

Waterproofing tests
on 100% of the
vehicles produced,
before delivery.
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Roller Team is on the web too

... is also Van

Just a click away!
The ROLLER TEAM world at the click of a button.

For over 15 years Roller Team has also been a van
specialist.Discover the Livingstone range in the
catalogue dedicated to Roller Team Van.

On www.rollerteam.it/00-en/ every product detail, model photos, sales network.
All the innovations in real time, special initiatives, limited offers and much more.
Connect from your PC, tablet or smartphone and discover the ROLLER TEAM web world!

Roller Team is social
#rollerteamglobal
Follow us on Facebook, Instagram and Youtube
to stay always connected with the Roller Team world.

For prices and specifications
see also our technical catalogue.
72
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The world Roller Team in a click. All the news in real time, special events,
limited offers and much more. Go online now on your PC, tablet or smartphone
and enjoy an on-line word of Roller Team: www.rollerteam.it

DEALER’S STAMP

TRIGANO SpA Loc.Cusona, 53037 - San Gimignano (Siena) Italy
Tel. +39 0577 6501 - info@rollerteam.it - www.rollerteam.it

Photos: Artnine, Simone Burchi, Roberto Valacchi - Ed. 01 - EN - 09/2020

NOTICE - All the information and photos shown herein are to be considered as merely indicative and
do not constitute contractual specifications. Trigano S.p.A. reserves the right to make the technical
and configuration changes considered appropriate to its vehicles and to change the equipment
the vehicles are provided with at any time and with no official notice. Owing to the above, all the
information concerning the specifications and equipment of every motorcaravan must be requested
before purchase from the dealer, who, acting as sole point of reference, will confirm or rectify the
data published herein, updating the customer on the actual features and equipment of the vehicle
he/she is interested in and for which negotiations are ongoing. Trigano S.p.A. declines any liability
concerning changes, including additions, and/or conversions made after the printing of this document
and/or delivery of the vehicle. Weights and dimensions of vehicles and options are subject to change
with a tolerance of +/- 5%, dimensions of vehicles with a tolerance of +/- 3%, according the Directive
2007/46/CE . Important note: Anything which is not included in the standard version of the vehicle,
concerning both living quarters and chassis, entails an increase of the mass in running order, with
the consequent reduction in the useful load up to the possible reduction in the number of certified
seats in case the total weight exceeds the value of the available payload. The available payload
consists in the difference between the maximum permissible weight and the mass in running order,
with a tolerance of 5%. Therefore, during the purchase phase it is mandatory to carefully consider
the weight of any optional equipment you wish to install on the vehicle. This weight is indicated in
the specific item of the technical data on www.rollerteam.it. Hence, please remember that the laws
in force do not allow the maximum permissible weight indicated in the specific item of the technical
data sheets to be exceeded. It is recommended that each user adjust the load and the number of
passengers carried to the maximum technically permissible maximum mass of the vehicle. Fitting,
removing or alterations carried out c/o unauthorised workshops may compromise your safety and at
the same time lead to invalidation of the warranty.

Livingstone

EN | 21

LIVINGSTONE
Roller Team is an Italian reality dedicated to plein air tourism where entrepreneurial spirit and technological approach have allowed to reach excellence
at international level. A brand recognised worldwide for features such as dynamism and innovation, which conceives and manufactures motorhomes
that combine style with technology and quality for unforgettable travel experiences. Constant technological innovation in production processes,
continuous product renewal, intelligent solutions and cutting-edge manufacturing techniques respond in an increasingly efficient and complete way to
people’s needs, at an always competitive price. Roller Team offers numerous customisations able to meet the needs of any customer and stands out for
being a company that releases on the market a wide selection of all-inclusive models, but further customisable, from which you can choose.
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For more than 15 years, Roller Team has specialised in vans, which are built in the
factory in Paglieta (Abruzzo), Paglieta plant (Abruzzo), an industrial district of over
28,000 m2 that produces vans for the Trigano group for the whole of Europe.

There are hundreds of qualified outlets that distribute the Roller Team
brand today: a comprehensive sales network spread throughout the
major European countries. It’s thanks to its distribution partners that
Roller Team is close to its customers everywhere, ready to satisfy
customers’ every requirement with appropriate tools and a wide
range of pre-sale and aftersales services. An organised, targeted
network, supported by continuous training on technical topics and
workshop operations, product development in keeping with the habits
and needs of different cultures, distribution agencies in the area, local
staff: these are the secret weapons with which Roller Team presents
itself on international markets with growing success.
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1

The choice of value and reliability
Roller Team: the certainties.

+ insulation, + protection,
- noise.
The technology for interior insulation
capable of ensuring complete
protection for your van.

As you

like it

Give personality to
your van, with the
optional equipment.

One of the main advantages
of choosing Roller Team is
the certainty of the best quality
permitted today by technology,
materials and a complex industrial

Optimised interior space. Loading compartments: Today
I want you like this, one room, multiple space. All the
space is designed with a view to maximum functionality,
modularity of use.

process.
Roller Team works day after
day to improve its products
and services, making quality
its priority so that the price of
the product is reflected in its
genuine value.

2

The Italian with “Nordic”
features. Always at ease in
the vehicle, whatever the
temperature outside: a van
designed and built for use in
colder climes.

In safe hands with van SottoControllo (“UnderControl”).
Roller Team puts its own experience and expertise at the
service of every van produced. A team dedicated to quality
control and continuous improvements follows each van
throughout the production stage with inspections and tests
from design to delivery.

3

< 6 Meters

Livingstone

LIVINGSTONE_2entry_KYROS

2

Livingstone Sport

LIVINGSTONE K2 - KYROS K2

K2 Sport

Livingstone Advance

5.41m

LIVINGSTONE K2 - KYROS K2

K2 Advance

4

< 6.5 Meters

5.41m

LIVINGSTONE_5_KYROS_entry

5.99m

5

LIVINGSTONE_2_KYROS

2 Sport

5.99m

LIVINGSTONE_2_KYROS

2 Advance

5.99m

VAN RANGE

< 5,5 Meters

LIVINGSTONE_4_KYROS_4

4 Sport

5.99m

LIVINGSTONE_4_KYROS_4

4 Advance

5.99m

5.99m

LIVINGSTONE_5_KYROS_5+mesures

5 Sport

5.99m

LIVINGSTONE_5_KYROS_5+mesures

5 Advance

5.99m

LIVINGSTONE_6_KYROS_6+mesures

6 Sport

5.99m

LIVINGSTONE_6_KYROS_6+mesures

6 Advance

5.99m

LIVINGSTONE_DUO_KYROS_DUO

DUO Sport

6.36m

LIVINGSTONE_DUO_KYROS_DUO

DUO Advance

6.36m

LIVINGSTONE_DUO_KYROS_DUO

DUO XL Sport

6.36m

LIVINGSTONE_DUO_KYROS_DUO

DUO XL Advance

6.36m

5

Plenty of light and air
Thanks to the two standard 40x40 portholes
and windows with blinds and flyscreen.
At the back there are two maxi size windows
with suction cup blinds.

Everything is ready to go.
If you are looking for your first van and you want
a concrete vehicle, with a simple, practical and

LIVINGSTONE

Livingstone

essential style, but with everything you need to
go on a thousand adventures, Livingstone is the
van for you.
You can choose between 2 models; Livingstone
2 of 5.99 m with the standard transversal double

W

bed at the back; Livingstone 5 which, in the
same length, has two bunk double beds in the

L

back of the vehicle.
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Absolute Roller
Team protection
guaranteed 6 years
against infiltration
As you want it
To find out the standard
features, see our van
technical catalog.
6

The rear living area can be used as a practical garage
with variable volume and can be modulated according to
your needs. Perfect for suitcases and bikes.

The insulation is achieved by
spraying polyurethane foam
(resistant and with excellent
insulating performance) onto
the interior walls and rear of
the van. Roof insulated with
polyester fibre covered by an
aluminium film. The floor is a
classic sandwich type.
77

Living area
Space for
concreteness

The ergonomic
seats allow you to
be comfortable in all
circumstances, both
during the journey and
in friendly moments.
8

The kitchen
Mouth-watering
meals

Cosy, comfortable and
airyenvironment. Simple and
linear style, does not give up to
practicality and functionality.

Stowage ensured
by the large wall
cabinets and the
comfortable storage
compartment above
the cab.

LIVINGSTONE

USB sockets in the living and sleeping
area to charge smartphones, tablets,
right where you need to use them.

Livingstone 5

You can easily prepare any
delicacy with the Livingstone
linear kitchen, equipped with
a two burner hob and sink
with domestic mixer.

The shaped table with is practical and
functional, because it is designed to
facilitate movement and can be easily
removed and used outdoors, for
summer lunches or dinners.

Maximum convenience with the 70 l
refrigerator with compressor, which thanks to
its position and double opening allows you
to stay comfortably outside and easily reach
what you need.

You can easily store your dishes and
shopping in an orderly manner thanks
to the large drawers and wall units.

Livingstone 2, 5

99

The area is airy and bright thanks to the
large rear windows, the skyroof on the
ceiling and the open side of the kitchen,
which make the room more spacious.

Bathroom

Sleeping area

Comfortable
well-being

Sleep well

LIVINGSTONE

One space, two rooms. On one side the
toilet with fixed washbasin on top and
the window to ventilate and illuminate the
bathroom.

In Livingstone beds you will always
sleep well, even after a very active day,
thanks to the anti-mite mattresses and
wooden slatted bases.

Livingstone 2

You can store your clothes
in the lowered wardrobe
and the two side wall units.

On the other hand, the shower, as
comfortable as at home, thanks to
shower rail with separate mixer and the
storage compartment in the wall.
It is separated from the tent with
magnets, removable, very practical
because you can hang it out to dry.

10

11

Enjoy the travel, no limits.

Plenty of light and air
thanks to the two standard 40x40 portholes
and windows with blinds and flyscreen.
At the back there are two maxi size windows
with suction cup blinds.

Even more versatile
the rear area can be used as a storage room
both during the day and at night, thanks to the
varied bed combinations.

For you who already have experience with
the van holiday and are looking for a vehicle
that can give you that something extra that

LIVINGSTONE SPORT

Livingstone Sport

makes the difference, in terms of functionality,
comfort, equipment, even winking at style.
The Livingstone Sport range offers you a wide
choice of models, 7 to be precise; with lengths
ranging from 5.41 m to 6.63 m and 4 types of
W

bed, including classic double and bunk beds,
twin beds and electric elevating bed at the back.
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Absolute Roller
Team protection
guaranteed 6 years
against infiltration
An extra touch of exclusivity
To find out the standard features,
see our van technical catalog.
12

thanks to the more complete standard
equipment for greater comfort and autonomy.

The insulation is carried out by
covering the entire van, roof,
crossbar walls and uprights in
polyester fibre covered by an
aluminium film.
13
13

Move freely

The kitchen

LIVINGSTONE SPORT

Living area

The pleasure is all yours

Ergonomic table and seats allow
you to move around without
difficulty. The table can also
be removed for outdoor dining
and is equipped with a pullout extension for even more
comfort.

The Livingstone Sport kitchen has everything
you need to satisfy the palate of your team.

Lots of stowage space thanks to the
wall units and the practical floor hatch
under the dinette.

Spacious environment. More refined
style, greater comfort and versatility.

For food and tableware there are very
large drawers and in the next column
there is a three-way or compressor
refrigerator, depending on the models.

USB sockets in the living
and sleeping area to
charge smartphones,
tablets, right where you
need to use them.
14

The practical linear kitchen unit has a resistant
worktop in high pressure laminate, two burner
hob and sink with mixer for domestic use.

More space to move around thanks
to the rounded profiles of the wall
units and the open space cab.
Livingstone 2 Sport

15

The Livingstone Sport bathroom is tailor
made to take care of you wherever you go.

Sleeping area
Energetic
awakening
Concealed or fixed
washbasin depending on the
model to meet your space
requirements.

You’ll wake up rested and full of energy
in Livingstone Sport beds, thanks
to the comfortable “sleep comfort”
mattresses in breathable fabric and the
wooden slats.
The wall units and wardrobes
are maximised in size to
accommodate many clothes,
even those with hangers.

Livingstone 4 Sport

The large windows and
the porthole make the rear
area very bright and well
ventilated.
16

Bathroom

Shower separated by a removable
curtain with magnets and mixer with
shower rail, or integrated with pullout spray.

LIVINGSTONE SPORT

Tailor-made wellness

Livingstone 2, 5, DUO, DUO XL Sport

Livingstone 2 Sport

Livingstone K2, 4, 6 Sport

It has a window to give you plenty of air
and light. Equipped with capacious wall
units for all your toiletry products.

Livingstone 2, 5, DUO, DUO XL Sport
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Plenty of light and air

The travel companion you’ve
always wanted.

Thanks to the two standard 40x40 portholes and
the 70x50 skyroof with blinds and flyscreen.
Two maxi opening windows at the back with blinds
and flyscreen. LED outdoor light for cool evenings
and increased visibility at night.

Holidays in great style
Thanks to the sophisticated design, the best
equipment and maximum comfort.

Dedicated to you who have a lot of experience
and are looking for a van of excellence, which
can offer you the best technology, a refined design,
refined materials and a surplus of equipment.

LIVINGSTONE ADVANCE

Livingstone Advance

The Livingstone Advance range offers you 7 top of
range solutions, with lengths ranging from 5.41 m
to 6.36 m and 4 types of beds, including classic
double and bunk beds, twin beds and electric
elevating bed at the back.

W

L

Super flexible stowage
To find out the standard
features, see our van
technical catalog.
18

The rear area is modular and expandable at will,
keeping all your equipment safe both at night and
during the day.
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Absolute Roller
Team protection
guaranteed 6 years
against infiltration
The whole van is coated with a
polyester fibre covered by an
aluminium film, water-repellent
and highly insulating materials.
19

Living area
Comfortable
travel

The kitchen
A starred kitchen

Environment designed for maximum
comfort. Impressive style, with contrasting
colour furniture and glossy laminates.

Livingstone 5 Advance

There is no shortage of space for dishes, pots
and all your cooking equipment in the drawers
below.
You can cook even in bad weather, thanks to
the methacrylate housing protecting the wall
unit above the kitchen unit.

Secure stowage
for comfortable
holidays with large
wall cabinets and
floor hatch under
the dinette.
20

Comfortable seats for your daily
relaxation. Folding top table in acrylic
stone, to make the most of the
space in the dinette and meet your
living needs. Also equipped with an
extension, you can pull it out and take
it out for the summer.
Livingstone 6 Advance

The worktop of the linear kitchen
is made of acrylic stone, an ultra
impact resistant and scratchresistant material. The sink with
domestic mixer is equipped with a
practical sink cover, also in acrylic
stone, which can work both as a
shelf and as a cutting board.
LED lighting
throughout the
kitchen profile
for greater
visibility and a
touch of style.

The Livingstone Advance kitchen
has all the features to allow you
to prepare great dishes, like a
great chef.

LIVINGSTONE ADVANCE

USB socket technology
in the living area and
rear area allows you to
connect PCs, tablets and
smartphones wherever
you need them.

Livingstone 6 Advance

The ingredients will always be
as fresh as freshly purchased
thanks to the three-way or
compressor refrigerator,
depending on the models.
21
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The Livingstone Advance
bathroom is designed to give you
moments of beauty and relaxation
in an elegant environment with
optimised space.

Sleeping area
For better
dreams
Shower separated with a folding
methacrylate door, equipped with domestic
mixer and shower rail, with storage
compartment and toothbrush holder
inserted in the wall. For maximum comfort.

A room for daydreaming, even with
your eyes open.
The soft-touch walls give a cosy and
comfortable look to the environment.

Waking up will be even more pleasant
thanks to the large windows and
the portlight, which will mitigate the
environment with air and light.

More space for your wardrobe, thanks
to the numerous wall units around the
area that allow you to bring clothes
that need to be hung.
Livingstone DUO XL Advance

22

Flexible and intelligent solutions
that adapt to your needs.
Fixed acrylic stone washbasin,
or concealed type.

Bathroom

LIVINGSTONE ADVANCE

Enjoy your
wellness

Livingstone K2, 4, 6 Advance

Or if you prefer practicality to style
there is the integrated shower with
pull-out spray. Brightness and air
always ensured by the window.

Livingstone 6 Advance

Large wall units to contain the products
dedicated to personal care.

Livingstone 2, 5, DUO, DUO XL Advance

23

+ insulation
+ protection
- noise

…with any weather.

On a carefree
journey
Livingstone vans are
well insulated and silent
vehicles, thanks to the
exclusive EXPS EVO
technology that ensures
insulation and internal
protection from both
external temperatures
and noise.
• Resistant materials
and from high
insulating performance
• Total absence of wood
• High quality
constructive

W

L
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Enjoy the
coldest
destinations
without worries,
you will always
stay warm.

Same performance
as a motorhome!
Roller Team offers for
its vans an on-board
heating technology
resistant to winter cold.
Do you want to find
out how? Refer to our
technical catalogue.

PROTECTED
EVERYWHERE IN VAN
25

Today I want
you like this!

Livingstone DUO XL

Livingstone DUO

The modular garage for extra large loads

The super flexible
Winning combinations every time. The rear
side adapts its shape according to your
needs.

The only garage that reaches up to 2,400 litres of loading volume. Perfect for stowing
sports equipment such as bicycles and surfboards in complete safety.

A single environment
with multiple spaces.
1
The entire Roller Team van range
offers stowage solutions that can
adapt to any need.

26

2

Elevating bed bases

Electric socket and water outlet with pull-out spray

2

The form, furnishings and
design choices guarantee
great living volume. All the
space is designed with a view
to maximum functionality,
modularity and ease of use.

Three wardrobes that can
be removed separately

All bed bases in the van range
can be elevated and/or removed,
partly or completely, to meet your
stowage needs, even the most
bulky ones.

3
Removable, adjustablevolume double flooring

4
Extra load without taking up space

1
Electrically operated elevating bed with straps
that stops at the height you want

3
Optional antislip aluminium sheet metal
coating and access ramp
27

Keywords are
functionality and
ergonomics.

Deep sink
with domestic
steel mixer.

FOCUS ON KITCHEN

Optimised
interior space

The refrigerators are very practical
and large. They can be three-way
and column mounted, for optimal
use of space, or compressor driven
for greater efficiency and silence,
with the possibility of being used
outdoors, thanks to the double
opening (models 2 and 5 Livingstone
range; models K2 and 6 Livingstone
Sport and Advance range).
The kitchen of the van range is home
inspired, where everything is at hand.
The worktop is extensible, thanks to
the extra support, which can be easily
removed. (Sport and Advance range).
28
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Lots of space to store 1
cutlery drawer and 2 deep,
stable, fully-extractable
drawers with soft closure.
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Our basic rules for a good
rest are three:

FOCUS ON BEDS

Waking up on
the right side
of bed

Twin beds (model
6 and DUO)

To each his own
Choose the type of bed that
suits you best: Transversal bed
(models K2, 2 and 4)

1) Large and comfortable beds;
some of them extra large, as in
model 6 and 2, the latter being
the largest in its category
2) Comfortable and breathable
mattresses
3) Wooden slatted bases for
back support

All beds in the van
range have these
features so you can get
a good night’s sleep
and wake up on the
right foot to make the
most of your days on
holiday.
30

Rear elevating
bed (model
DUO XL)

Transverse bunk bed
(model 5)
31
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In the Advance range the washbasin is made of
acrylic stone, the shower can be separated by a
rigid folding door and is equipped with a toothbrush
holder inside the wall storage compartment.

Toilet with fixed washbasin and separate
shower through the removable curtain with
magnets. Storage compartment in the
wall. Shower rail with separate mixer.
Low shower tray to make the water flow
better. (models 2 and 5 Livingstone
range; models 2, 5, DUO and DUO XL
Livingstone Sport range).

FOCUS ON TOILETS

Not a simple
service, rather
well-being.

The constant attention of Roller Team
towards people’s needs has led to
conceive the bathroom no longer as a
service environment but as a real place
dedicated to wellness, putting functionality
in the foreground.

Compact with
concealed sink,
equipped with pull-out
spray (models K2,
4 and 6 Livingstone
Sport/ Advance range).
32
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, Fabric/Imitation Leather)

34

Appeal (Standard , Fabric)

Laren (Optional

, Fabric/Imitation Leather)

ENVIRONMENTS AND UPHOLSTERY

Martyn (Optional

LIVINGSTONE SPORT AND ADVANCE

Appeal (Standard , Fabric)

LIVINGSTONE SPORT AND ADVANCE

LIVINGSTONE

Customize
your van

35

The optional raising retractable roof with integrated bed
gives you two extra beds and is perfect to use the back
of the van exclusively as stowage and have more space
available in the living area.
One roof for every length. It can be installed on both the
most compact and the longest vans in the category.
Equipped with a subframe prevents water from penetrating.
It further protects the bodywork from infiltration.

Customize your
van with a raising
retractable roof

Ventilation: 2 side windows that
can be opened and closed from
the inside with flyscreen.
Transparent plastic
front window

RAISING RETRACTABLE ROOF

A safe nest

Bed dimensions:
180(200)x120 cm

Available on Livingstone Sport and
Livingstone Advance ranges, in
white or black.
36
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Equipped with external frame in black
methacrylate and internal glazing in
laminated glass with sun-proof silk-screen
printing perimeter.
Higher resistance and life.
Available on Livingstone Sport and
Livingstone Advance ranges.
Vehicle in climatic chamber

Contemplate the
beauty of the sky

Tested in climatic chamber!
Test in climatic chambera from -15°C to 40°C
Heat radiation test on the surface
of the sun roof at 65°C; 75°C; 80°C; 85°C
Low temperature test (Freezing test
at -15°C) to check for possible ice
formation in the perimeter of the glass
and prevent any damage or malfunction.
Vibration test, with simulation of 820 km
on a special route (cobblestones).

More space and
light with the optional
panoramic Sun Roof.
38

Infiltration test carried out during
low temperature and vibration tests.
Visual check to identify any deformation
damage in the surfaces of the Sun Roof.
39
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Specific testing in climate
chamber to check the
resistance, duration and
performance of the materials
selected at extremely high/
low temperatures.

Because we know that
satisfying our customers

Performance tests on the
components used: durability of
mattresses, resistance to stress,
reliability and compliance with
European regulations in the
design of the seatbelt unit.

depends greatly on the
quality of our products.
Roller Team puts its own
experience and expertise
at the service of every
motorcaravan produced
and follows it throughout
the production stage with
inspections and tests from
design to delivery that meet
with European standards.
The same quality standards
are demanded of suppliers:
for the most strategic
components, a check is
carried out when the material
is received and before it is
used in production.
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UNDER CONTROL

Tests in research and development and prototyping stage

Gas system
inspection by certified
staff according to
the German DVGW
protocol.

Checks in production stage
Test on
operation
of the gas
pipes.

Correct
installation of
the hydraulic
systems.

Check on
operation
and correct
installation of
the electrical
systems.

100 statistical checks
on a percentage of
the vehicles produced:
aesthetic, functional,
noise and fitting tests.

Test on finished
product.
Electronic weighing
of 100% of vehicles
before delivery and
written weight certification
for end customer.

Waterproofing tests
on 100% of the
vehicles produced,
before delivery.
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The world Roller Team in a click. All the news in real time, special events,
limited offers and much more. Go online now on your PC, tablet or smartphone
and enjoy an on-line word of Roller Team: www.rollerteam.it

DEALER’S STAMP

TRIGANO SpA Loc.Cusona, 53037 - San Gimignano (Siena) Italy
Tel. +39 0577 6501 - info@rollerteam.it - www.rollerteam.it

Photos: Artnine, Simone Burchi, Roberto Valacchi - Ed. 01 - EN - 09/2020

NOTICE - All the information and photos shown herein are to be considered as merely indicative and
do not constitute contractual specifications. Trigano S.p.A. reserves the right to make the technical
and configuration changes considered appropriate to its vehicles and to change the equipment
the vehicles are provided with at any time and with no official notice. Owing to the above, all the
information concerning the specifications and equipment of every motorcaravan must be requested
before purchase from the dealer, who, acting as sole point of reference, will confirm or rectify the
data published herein, updating the customer on the actual features and equipment of the vehicle
he/she is interested in and for which negotiations are ongoing. Trigano S.p.A. declines any liability
concerning changes, including additions, and/or conversions made after the printing of this document
and/or delivery of the vehicle. Weights and dimensions of vehicles and options are subject to change
with a tolerance of +/- 5%, dimensions of vehicles with a tolerance of +/- 3%, according the Directive
2007/46/CE . Important note: Anything which is not included in the standard version of the vehicle,
concerning both living quarters and chassis, entails an increase of the mass in running order, with
the consequent reduction in the useful load up to the possible reduction in the number of certified
seats in case the total weight exceeds the value of the available payload. The available payload
consists in the difference between the maximum permissible weight and the mass in running order,
with a tolerance of 5%. Therefore, during the purchase phase it is mandatory to carefully consider
the weight of any optional equipment you wish to install on the vehicle. This weight is indicated in
the specific item of the technical data on www.rollerteam.it. Hence, please remember that the laws
in force do not allow the maximum permissible weight indicated in the specific item of the technical
data sheets to be exceeded. It is recommended that each user adjust the load and the number of
passengers carried to the maximum technically permissible maximum mass of the vehicle. Fitting,
removing or alterations carried out c/o unauthorised workshops may compromise your safety and at
the same time lead to invalidation of the warranty.

